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ABSTRACT: The Surface Water Ocean Topography (SWOT) satellite mission provides high-

resolution two-dimensional sea surface height (SSH) data with swath coverage. However, spatially

correlated errors affect these SSH measurements, particularly in the cross-track direction. The

scales of errors can be similar to the scales of ocean features. Conventionally, instrumental errors

and ocean signals have been solved for independently in two stages. Here, we have developed a

one-stage procedure that solves for the correlated error at the same time that data are assimilated

into a dynamical ocean model. This uses the ocean dynamics to distinguish ocean signals from

observation errors. We test its performance relative to the two-stage method using simplified

dynamics and a data set consisting of westward propagating Rossby waves, along with correlated

instrumental errors of varying magnitudes. In a series of ensemble analyses, we found that the

one-stage approach consistently outperforms the two-stage approach when estimating SSH signal

and correlated errors. The one-stage approach can recover over 95% of the SSH signal, while

skill for the two-stage approach drops significantly as error increases. Our findings suggest that

solving for the correlated errors within the assimilation framework can provide an effective analysis

approach, reducing the risks of confounding signal and instrument noise.
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SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT: The Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT) satellite25

measures sea surface height (SSH) with unprecedented spatial resolution. However, measured26

SSH can include large-scale errors associated with slowly varying spatial shifts in the orientation27

of the satellite antenna. This study introduces a methodology for correcting the large-scale errors28

in data assimilation problems. By fitting errors and ocean dynamical signals at the same time, we29

reduce uncertainties both in the signal and in the large-scale error.30

1. Introduction31

The Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT) satellite, launched in December 2022,32

has ushered in a new era of high-resolution sea surface height (SSH) measurements, offering33

unparalleled coverage of the global ocean surface (Fu et al. 2012). The SWOT satellite uses the34

Ka-band Radar Interferometer (KaRin) to measure ocean and surface water levels over a 120-km35

wide swath with a near-nadir gap of approximately 20 km width (Fu et al. 2012; Fu and Ubelmann36

2014; Esteban-Fernandez 2017; Morrow et al. 2019). With its high-resolution swath measurements,37

the SWOT satellite can measure the two-dimensional structure of small-scale features, facilitating38

the study of small-scale currents, tides, and oceanic circulation. However, these new measurement39

capabilities come with significant challenges, including both measurement noise and spatially40

correlated errors. Spatially correlated errors impact SWOT data, predominantly in the cross-track41

direction (Esteban-Fernandez 2017).42

The SWOT error budget sets error requirements as a function of wavelength, making SWOT the43

first altimetric mission to do so (Esteban-Fernandez 2017). While SWOT’s initial performance is44

reported to be excellent, the possibility of spatially correlated error and the large volume of data45

produced by the mission necessitate innovative methods (Gaultier et al. 2016; Dibarboure et al.46

2022).47

In advance of the satellite launch, Metref et al. (2019) proposed a strategy to reduce the spatially48

structured errors of the SWOT satellite mission’s SSH data through a two-stage approach. The first49

stage involves detrending the SSH data by projecting them onto a subspace spanned by the SWOT50

spatially structured errors. The second stage uses the detrended measurements as inputs to a data51

assimilation scheme. Metref et al. (2020) found that the assimilation of SWOT data reduces the root-52

mean-square-error (RMSE) of the reconstructed SSH, relative vorticity, and surface currents and53
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also improves the noise-to-signal ratio and spectral coherence of the SSH signal at the mesoscale.54

A limitation of the two-stage approach is that error and signal are not necessarily orthogonal. Any55

overlap between the assumed error structure and the actual signal can result in “leakage”, leading56

to ocean signals being misrepresented as measurement errors (Dibarboure and Ubelmann 2014;57

Dibarboure et al. 2022). Despite this limitation, two-stage approaches represent traditional practice58

in satellite products and in assimilation, which treat error removal as a distinct quality-control step59

before data assimilation is used to infer properties of the ocean state.60

In this study, we introduce a streamlined one-stage approach, extending the framework of Metref61

et al. (2020) while aiming to mitigate the ambiguity between correlated errors and ocean signals.62

Our one-stage approach directly integrates the reduction of correlated SWOT errors into the SSH63

estimation process, merging the two stages of Metref et al. (2019, 2020). In addition to minimizing64

the risk of confounding genuine ocean signals with correlated errors, our method allows us to65

consider temporal correlation of SWOT geometric and orientation errors and to incorporate an66

estimation of wet troposphere contamination.67

In order to develop our one-stage approach we work with an idealized testbed scenario, centered68

in the California Current region. The California Current System is a complex region, where69

sea level variability is influenced by both local winds and remote forcing forces from equatorial70

winds. In this case, our input data are SSH Anomalies (SSHA), simplified to contain only wave-71

like disturbances, roughly consistent with westward propagating Rossby waves (Watanabe et al.72

2016). These input data capture the dominant SSHA variability in mid-latitude regions such as73

the California Current System (e.g. Chelton and Schlax 1996; Ivanov et al. 2010; Todd et al. 2011;74

Farrar et al. 2021; Gómez-Valdivia et al. 2017), although formally observed SSHA features are75

more consistent with westward propagating nonlinear vortices rather than Rossby waves (Chelton76

et al. 2007, 2011). The westward propagation speed for SSHA features depends on latitude and77

stratification and is typically around 1◦ longitude in 50 days.78

To demonstrate this methodology, we employ a quasi-geostrophic (QG) Rossby wave model,79

rather than a full general circulation model. The reduced Rossby wave model is able to capture80

leading-order ocean variability (Wakata and Kitaya 2002), in this case SSHA signals attributable81

to westward propagating Rossby waves. Within our simplified scenario, our goal is solve for82

correlated errors as well as dynamical variations in sea surface height, using either a one-stage83
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or a two-stage approach, and to test the extent to which a one-stage method can ameliorate the84

“leakage” due to the ambiguity between ocean signal and correlated errors.85

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 (a) reviews the Bayesian estimation method that we86

employ, (b) describes our simplified ocean data set based on the idealized Rossby wave model, and87

(c) reviews our implementation of the correlated error model. Section 3 describes the one-stage88

versus two-stage approach in an idealized multi-day simulation for a single start date, and then89

reviews statistics for an ensemble of different case studies. Section 4 provides a discussion and90

conclusions.91

2. Methodology92

a. Bayesian estimation method93

We employ a Bayesian estimation method, consistent with the approach outlined by Wunsch94

(1996). Here we provide a brief overview of this method, as formulated for SWOT correlated error95

reduction, adopting the notation used by Ide et al. (1997) and Kachelein et al. (2022) with some96

modifications.97

A zero-mean SSHA sample is represented as a column vector h of length 𝑁 , which satisfies the98

equation:99

h = Ha+ r. (1)

Here, h is treated as a correction to the background state, H represents the model basis functions,100

a represents the model parameters, and r is the residual. (Formally, Eq. 1 should be thought of as101

providing a correction to the all-zero model parameters that would be obtained if h exactly matched102

the background state.) The appendix provides a glossary to as a quick reference for the variables103

defined in this section. In this study, the elements of H are Rossby waves that are expressed as104

sines and cosines:105

𝐻𝑖,𝑛 = cos(k𝑛 ·x𝑖 −𝜔𝑛𝑡𝑖) (2)

𝐻𝑖,𝑛+𝑁𝑚
= sin(k𝑛 ·x𝑖 −𝜔𝑛𝑡𝑖), (3)

where x𝑖 is a vector representing geographic position of the 𝑖th observation in Cartesian coordinates,106

𝑡𝑖 is the time of the observation, k𝑛 is the vector representation of the 𝑛th wavenumber in the model107
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basis, 𝑁𝑚 is the number of waves, and 𝜔𝑛 is the frequency of the 𝑛th wavenumber. Each row of108

(1) can be expressed as109

ℎ𝑖 = ℎ(x𝑖, 𝑡𝑖) =
𝑁𝑚∑︁
𝑛=1

[𝑎𝑛𝐻𝑖,𝑛 + 𝑎𝑛+𝑁𝑚
𝐻𝑖,𝑛+𝑁𝑚

] + 𝑟𝑖 (4)

where ℎ𝑖 denotes the 𝑖th SSHA observation, and we assume a total of 𝑁𝑑 observations. In vector110

form h(x, t) comprises a linear set of 𝑁𝑑 equations, which represent the observations by 𝑁𝑚 Rossby111

waves, and the matrix H has 𝑁𝑑 ×2𝑁𝑚 elements. The amplitudes of the sinusoidal waves are 𝑎𝑛,112

where in vector form a is a 2𝑁𝑚-element vector.113

The dispersion relation for Rossby waves defines the relationship between their frequency and114

wavenumber. For these waves on a 𝛽-plane, it is 𝜔𝑛 = −𝛽𝑘𝑛/(𝑘2
𝑛 + 𝑙2𝑛 + 𝐿−2

𝑑
), where 𝜔𝑛 represents115

the frequency of the n-th wave, 𝑘𝑛 and 𝑙𝑛 are zonal and meridional wavenumbers, respectively, and116

𝐿𝑑 is the Rossby radius of deformation. The meridional derivative of the Coriolis parameter, 𝑓 ,117

is 𝛽 = 𝑑𝑓 /𝑑𝑦, which is taken to be constant. The phase speed of the waves (𝜔𝑛/𝑘𝑛) is westward118

due to the negative sign, and increases with increasing wavelength until the long wave limit where119

𝑘2
𝑛 + 𝑙2𝑛 << 𝐿−2

𝑑
.120

The depth-mean buoyancy frequency 𝐵 influences the first baroclinic mode Rossby radius of121

deformation, described as:122

𝐿𝑑 ∼
𝐵𝐷

𝜋 𝑓
, (5)

where 𝐷 is the total depth of the water column, and 𝐵 is stratification.The Rossby radius of123

deformation is larger in regions where the ocean is deep (larger 𝐷) or has strong stratification124

(larger 𝐵). To determine the buoyancy frequency, we used a representative stratification taken from125

a numerical simulation of the California Current region (Mazloff et al. 2020). The simulation126

provides detailed vertical profiles, capturing variations in temperature and salinity across the water127

column. From these simulated density profiles, the buoyancy frequency was calculated using the128

Brunt-Väisälä formula.129

The unknown model parameters a are estimated as133

â =

(
H𝑇R−1H+P−1

)−1
H𝑇R−1h. (6)
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Fig. 1. a) Sea Surface Height (SSH) anomalies in the California Current region on 1 January 2016. Black

lines indicate the 10◦ latitude by 9◦ longitude region of interest for this study, and gray lines indicate the SWOT

ground tracks along the California Coast.

130

131

132

This solution minimizes both the model misfit and the magnitudes of the model parameters. The134

posterior covariance matrix of the difference between the estimated and true model parameters is135

⟨(a− â) (a− â)T⟩ =
(
HTR−1H+P−1

)−1
, (7)

where R is an 𝑁𝑑 ×𝑁𝑑 matrix representing the error covariance of the observations, and P is an136

2𝑁𝑚 ×2𝑁𝑚 matrix representing the a priori error covariance of the model elements a.137
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Although the inversion of the matrix
(
H𝑇R−1H+P−1) takes place in the model space (dimen-138

sioned 2𝑁𝑚 × 2𝑁𝑚), the R matrix is 𝑁𝑑 × 𝑁𝑑 , which makes it expensive to invert unless it is139

diagonal. Here we simplify further by defining R to be a multiple of the identity matrix.140

If R =𝜎2
𝑑
I, where 𝜎𝑑 is the standard deviation of the measurement (data) noise, then (6) simplifies141

to142

â =

(
H𝑇H+𝜎2

𝑑P−1
)−1

H𝑇h, (8)

which is all in the model space. The diagonal of the matrix P is defined as
(√

𝑘2 + 𝑙2
)−2

, where143

𝑘 and 𝑙 are respectively the zonal and meridional components of wavenumber k. The diagonal of144

𝜎2
𝑑
P−1 is the noise-to-signal ratio. Larger values imply more noise relative to information and lead145

to solutions that are closer to the prior guess of zero.146

The posterior uncertainty covariance (7) can be transformed to physical space by pre- and147

post-multiplying by a matrix H𝑚𝑎𝑝 that converts from a to either the swath or the mapping grid:148

⟨(h𝑚𝑎𝑝 −�h𝑚𝑎𝑝) (h𝑚𝑎𝑝 −�h𝑚𝑎𝑝)T⟩ = H𝑚𝑎𝑝

(
HTR−1H+P−1

)−1
H𝑚𝑎𝑝

T. (9)

The mapping matrix, H𝑚𝑎𝑝, can be defined for any set of space–time points. For example, the time149

of the map can be set to the beginning, middle, or end of the assimilation time range, or any time in150

the past or future. Although (9) produces a full uncertainty covariance matrix, the general practice151

is to report only the diagonal elements or the largest eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this matrix,152

which represent the largest orthogonal modes of posterior uncertainty.153

b. Simplified Rossby wave model154

To develop an approach for analyzing propagating waves as well as correlated satellite error, we155

start with a simplified data set that contains realistic sea surface height variability and for which156

the model parameters are fully known. To achieve this we use daily altimeter fields, mapped to157

a 0.25◦ grid, within the region shown in Figure 1, with data from the Copernicus Global Ocean158

Gridded L4 Sea Surface Heights And Derived Variables Reprocessed dataset (Copernicus Marine159

Service Information 2023).160

In the discussion that follows, we use L4 gridded SSHA fields starting January 1, 2016 through161

early 2017. We show case-study results and assess their robustness by using a 12-member ensemble162
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with starting on the first day of each month. In all cases, we consider 80-day records: a 40-day163

period to estimate model parameters followed by a 40-day prediction period. For each member of164

the ensemble, the initial data set, here identified as h𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔 is organized on a grid that contains 40165

points in longitude and 36 points in latitude, so in the initial analysis, the number of gridded data166

points 𝑁𝑔 will be 1440 data points per day, making the total number of observations over 40 days,167

𝑁𝑑 = 𝑁𝑔 ×40.168

For each start date, we project a 40-day sequence of daily fields onto a basis set of 190 waves with169

properties typical of Rossby waves—190 cosine components and 190 sine components—meaning170

that in this implementation 𝑁𝑚 = 190. The wavelengths include 10 zonal modes (0 to 5.1 cycles per171

degree in space) and 19 meridional modes (-5.24 to + 5.04 cycles per degree latitude), in both cases172

evenly incremented at intervals of 0.571 radians per degree (1 cycle in 11 degrees). In contrast173

with classic Fourier transforms, here the modes are chosen to include wavelengths slightly larger174

than the domain size to avoid periodicity within the space and time domain of the simulation. The175

meridional wavenumbers are asymmetric in the positive and negative directions to avoid having a176

large number of modes with wavenumber zero.177

By construction, this basis set is not orthogonal over our test region, which would pose problems178

due to rank deficiency if we were not using the regularized inverse with P covariance matrices.179

The use of a non-orthogonal basis set is by design in order to capture low-wavenumber structures180

that are larger than our study domain.181

Using this set of wavenumbers, we estimate model coefficients â𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔 that represent about 95%182

of the SSHA variance in the domain during the 40-day fitting period starting January 1, 2016183

(Figure 2). We use â𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔 in the wave model to project SSHA forward in time, computing an184

estimated SSHA ĥ𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔, as a function of time both for the fitting period and for 40 days afterward.185

At the mid-point of the 40-day fitting period, Figure 2 shows the original SSHA on 21 January186

2016 (panel a), the fitted SSHA (panel b), and the residual difference (ĥ𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔 −h𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔) (panel c).187

The success of the fitting is largely due to the fact that the wave coefficients allow SSHA to188

propagate westward, as illustrated in the Hovmöller diagram in Figure 3, which shows the original189

SSHA data (panel a), the Rossby wave fit (panel b), and the difference between the SSHA data190

and Rossby wave fit (panel c) both for the fitting period (days 1–40) and for the prediction (days191

40–80).192
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We repeated this fitting procedure 12 times, starting at the first day of each month of 2016. On193

average, the propagating Rossby wave model represents 70–90% of the SSHA variance over the194

40-day fitting period, as illustrated in Figure 4 for the ensemble of 12 time periods. The fitting195

period is the first 40 days, to the left of the vertical dashed line. Gray lines show individual cases,196

and the red line is the ensemble mean. As a baseline measure, we compare the Rossby wave model197

with a null hypothesis prediction that the SSHA is constant, pegged at conditions on the 21st day198

(blue line). Over the 40-day fitting period, on average the Rossby wave model explains a higher199

fraction of variance (also known as the “skill”) than does persistence (blue line), except within ±5200

days on either side of day 21.201

After the 40-day fitting period (right of the vertical dashed line in Figure 4), the skill of the202

Rossby wave model varies considerably, as indicated by the spread of the gray lines: in some cases203

the Rossby wave model continues to explain a large fraction of the gridded SSHA data, and in other204

cases the model diverges significantly. Differences could arise for a number of reasons: the Rossby205

wave model could omit frequency–wavenumber combinations that are important at some times, the206

system could experience occasional external forcing (e.g. from wind) that excites new propagating207

waves, the waves could propagate at speeds that differ from the linear Rossby wave phase speed208

(Chelton et al. 2007, 2011), or the model could be incomplete for other reasons. The skill decreases209

slightly less steeply for the Rossby wave model (red) than for persistence (blue), indicating that210

the Rossby wave model carries some useful information about the evolution of the SSHA field.211

The objective of this paper is focused on demonstrating the feasibility of including correlated error212

corrections within a model, and we leave for other studies the possibility of carrying out more213

detailed exploration of Rossby wave or QG representations of altimeter data.214

The estimate ĥ𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔 has the virtue of possessing perfectly known model coefficients, â𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔. Since215

our analysis requires a simplified data set with known model parameters, for the remainder of this216

paper we will use these estimated fields as the model truth. We define217

h = ĥorig (10)

a = âorig. (11)
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Fig. 2. a) SSHA from 21 January 2016, the mid-point of the fitting period for the analysis beginning on 1

January 2016. b) SSHA represented by 190 Rossby waves; c) residual difference, corresponding to about 3.1%

of the variance on this date.

218

219

220

Using only measurements collected along the SWOT satellite swath, our objective will be to221

evaluate how well we can find appropriate wave coefficients a and replicate the full SSHA field h,222

both during the fitting period and projecting forward in time.223

We subsample the simplified SSHA field h only within the SWOT swath, which is approximately228

120 km wide. Because the Rossby waves have a large spatial structure, we subsample the SWOT229

data grid, using every 8th point in the cross-track direction and every 16th row in the along-track230

direction. For the SWOT one-day repeat period, carried out from April–July 2023, each day yields231

approximately 225 points from ascending satellite passes and 225 points from descending satellite232

passes, mimicking the SWOT satellite sampling. To these in-swath SSHA points we add simulated233

satellite sampling errors, as discussed in the next section.234

c. Correlated error model235

Following Metref et al. (2020) and Esteban-Fernandez (2017), our correlated error reduction236

procedure considers four error terms, defined by seven (unknown) coefficients, 𝛼𝑖. Timing error237

𝛼0, is treated as a constant and is attributed to instrument timing drift. Roll error, expressed as238

𝛼1𝑥𝑐, results from the satellite’s roll angle and is assumed to increase linearly in the cross-track239

coordinate relative to nadir, 𝑥𝑐. The baseline dilation error, 𝛼2𝑥
2
𝑐 , originates from variations in the240

satellite mast length. Lastly, the phase error results from relative variations in phase between the241

satellite’s left and right antennas, leading to distinct cross-track linear errors in each half swath.242
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Fig. 3. Sea Surface Height Anomalies (SSHA) (a) SSHA from Copernicus gridded fields (sometimes referred

to as AVISO) at 34.625◦N latitude, (b) smoothed version of SSHA created by projecting gridded Copernicus

SSHA values onto a set of 190 wave modes consistent with large-scale Rossby waves, (c) difference between

original and smoothed SSHA data.

224

225

226

227

This is represented using Heaviside functions, H(𝑥), which equal 1 when 𝑥 ≥ 0 and 0 otherwise:243
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[𝛼3 +𝛼4𝑥𝑐]H (−𝑥𝑐) + [𝛼5 +𝛼6𝑥𝑐]H (𝑥𝑐). Together the total error is modeled as:244

𝑒total = 𝛼0 +𝛼1𝑥𝑐 +𝛼2𝑥
2
𝑐 + [𝛼3 +𝛼4𝑥𝑐]H (−𝑥𝑐) + [𝛼5 +𝛼6𝑥𝑐]H (𝑥𝑐) , (12)

Following the approach of Metref et al. (2019), we assume that within our relatively small domain,245

the coefficients remain constant along each pass along the track. In other words, we assume that the246

spatial decorrelation scale of the along-track error exceeds our domain size. Mathematically, the247

terms represented by 𝛼0 and 𝛼1 are redundant with the inclusion of Heaviside functions for the left248

and right swath, which will lead to a rank deficient matrix. In this case, since we use a regularized249

inverse, we retain all of the terms proposed by Metref et al. (2019). The prior covariance matrix P250

sets the expected relative sizes of the full swath adjustments represented by 𝛼0 and 𝛼1 and the left251

and right adjustments represented by 𝛼3, 𝛼4, 𝛼5, and 𝛼6.252

In matrix form, for satellite pass 𝑚, the error model can be written:253

etotal𝑚 = Herr𝑚aerr𝑚 , (13)

where vector etotal𝑚 has 𝑁𝑠 elements corresponding to each observation within the swath, and Herr𝑚254

is an 𝑁𝑠 ×7 matrix:255

Herrm =



1 𝑥𝑐1 𝑥2
𝑐1 H(−𝑥𝑐1) 𝑥𝑐1H(−𝑥𝑐1) H (𝑥𝑐1) 𝑥𝑐1H(𝑥𝑐1)

...
...

...
...

...
...

...

1 𝑥𝑐𝑖 𝑥2
𝑐𝑖

H(−𝑥𝑐𝑖 ) 𝑥𝑐𝑖H(−𝑥𝑐𝑖 ) H (𝑥𝑐𝑖 ) 𝑥𝑐𝑖H(𝑥𝑐𝑖 )
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

1 𝑥𝑐𝑁𝑠
𝑥2
𝑐𝑁𝑠

H(−𝑥𝑐𝑁𝑠
) 𝑥𝑐𝑁𝑠

H(−𝑥𝑐𝑁𝑠
) H (𝑥𝑐𝑁𝑠

) 𝑥𝑐𝑁𝑠
H(𝑥𝑐𝑁𝑠

)


, (14)

where 𝑥𝑐𝑖 refers to the 𝑖th element of a cross-track position 𝑥𝑐. The corresponding fitted parameters256

are257

aerr𝑚 =

[
𝛼0𝑚 𝛼1𝑚 𝛼2𝑚 𝛼3𝑚 𝛼4𝑚 𝛼5𝑚 𝛼6𝑚

]𝑇
. (15)

Since the error evolves in time, the error vectors are concatenated, and the error matrix is augmented258

to represent each ascending or descending satellite pass, which are assumed to have the same259

sampling on every pass, for a total of 𝑀 passes, this results in a block diagonal matrix consisting260
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of one 𝑁𝑠 ×7 matrix per satellite pass:261

Herr =



Herr1 0 · · · 0

0 Herr2 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 · · · HerrM


(16)

aerr =



aerr1

aerr2
...

aerrM


. (17)

The total number of data points 𝑁𝑑 (and rows in H) is thus 𝑁𝑠 ×𝑀 .262

Further errors in SWOT data could stem from a range of environmental corrections, including263

both uncorrelated noise and large-scale correlated signals. Among the possible large-scale errors264

is the mean dynamic topography (MDT). Total SSH required for data assimilation makes use of265

SSHA computed relative to the time-averaged measured mean sea surface. SSHA values are added266

to the estimated MDT to infer total dynamic topography. While the accuracy of the MDT is an267

ongoing challenge (e.g. Mazloff et al. 2014), for this proof-of-concept study we have bypassed the268

issue by considering only SSHA.269

1) Two-stage approach277

The first stage of the two-stage approach is error removal. Following (Metref et al. 2019),278

we consider only data collected within satellite swaths, here identified as h𝑠𝑤𝑎𝑡ℎ. To remove the279

correlated errors from the signal, in the two-stage approach we calculate the projection of h𝑠𝑤𝑎𝑡ℎ280

onto the subspace spanned by the modeled errors in equation (12), minimizing the cost function:281

J1 (aerr) = (hswath −Herraerr)𝑇R−1(h𝑠𝑤𝑎𝑡ℎ −Herraerr) +a𝑇errP−1
erraerr, (18)

where J1 is a scalar representing the squared misfit between the data and the fitted error, summed282

over all 𝑁𝑠 data points within the swath and over all 𝑀 satellite passes included in the analysis,283

weighted by the data covariance R, with a𝑒𝑟𝑟 representing the modeled best estimate of the error284
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Fig. 4. Fraction of gridded Copernicus SSHA variance explained by the Rossby wave model as a function of

day for an ensemble of 12 start dates, beginning the first of each month in 2016. Gray lines indicate individual

realizations, the red line shows the mean, and red shading indicates twice the standard error of the mean (2𝜎/
√

12,

where 𝜎 is the standard deviation of the 12 monthly realizations. Data from the first 40 days are used in the

least-squares fitting procedure (to the left of the vertical dashed gray line). After 40 days, SSHA is predicted

based only on information from the first 40 days. The blue line indicates persistence from the mid-point of the

fitting period (day 21), with shading indicating twice the standard error of the mean.

270

271

272

273

274

275

276

parameters. The term a𝑇errP−1
erraerr imposes an additional constraint to prevent aerr from becoming285

large relative to the prior model covariance for the error terms, P𝑒𝑟𝑟 . We then define a proxy version286

of the SSHA data, h̃swath as the difference between the SWOT signal hswath and the projection onto287

Herr in vector form:288

h̃swath = hswath −Herrâerr. (19)

The second stage of the two-stage approach is solving for sea surface height. We fit the difference289

h̃swath to the subspace spanned by the Rossby wave model given by equations (2) and (3). This is290

applicable to all 𝑁𝑠 data points within each swath and for all 𝑀 time samples used in the fitting291

period.292

J2 (a𝑤) = (h̃swath −Hswath a𝑤)𝑇R−1(h̃swath −Hswath a𝑤) +a𝑇wP−1aw. (20)
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The Hswath matrix is the representation of (2) and (3) for data points within the swath only:293

Hswath =


𝐻1,1 𝐻1,2 · · · 𝐻1,𝑁𝑚

𝐻1,𝑁𝑚+1 · · · 𝐻1,2𝑁𝑚

...
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...

𝐻𝑀𝑁𝑠 ,1 𝐻𝑀𝑁𝑠 ,2 · · · 𝐻𝑀𝑁𝑠 ,𝑁𝑚
𝐻𝑀𝑁𝑠 ,𝑁𝑚+1 · · · 𝐻𝑀𝑁𝑠 ,2𝑁𝑚


. (21)

The true wave parameters are:294

a𝑤 =

[
𝑎1 𝑎2 . . . 𝑎𝑁𝑚

𝑎𝑁𝑚+1 . . . 𝑎2𝑁𝑚

]𝑇
, (22)

the estimated wave parameters are â𝑤, and P represents covariance matrix corresponding to the295

wave solutions. Using these estimates, we can find estimated values of SSHA both in the swath296

(ĥswath) and throughout the full domain (ĥ).297

2) One-stage approach298

The one-stage approach combines the error projection in (18) and SSHA model fit in (20) and299

solves for errors and SSHA signals simultaneously. We achieve this using an augmented matrix300

Htotal that combines H𝑤 and Herr together with an augmented parameter vector atotal:301

Htotal = [Hswath |Herr] (23)

atotal =


a𝑤
aerr

 . (24)

The analysis minimizes the cost function:302

J (atotal) = (hswath −Htotal atotal)𝑇R−1(hswath −Htotal atotal) +a𝑇totalP
−1
totalatotal, (25)

again where a𝑇totalP
−1
totalatotal is the regularization term that prevents the model parameters from303

becoming large relative to their prior estimates. The portion of atotal representing the waves is304

a𝑤 with â𝑤 representing the best estimate. This determines the time evolving wave-related SSHA305

within the swath, ĥswath = Hswathâ𝑤, or over the full domain: ĥ = Hâ𝑤.306
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3) Experiment setup307

In the experiments that follow, we apply both the one-stage approach and the two-stage approach308

to the ensemble of sea surface height data sets. For each ascending or descending satellite pass, the309

7 separate SWOT correlated error parameters are drawn at random from a Gaussian distribution.310

3. Results311

1) Case study: One-stage versus two-stage approach312

We first consider a case study, starting 1 January 2016. We apply the one-stage and two-stage313

correlated error reduction procedures to 40 days of synthetic satellite data and then use the estimated314

model parameters to make 40-day forecasts. We consider the SWOT satellite calibration/validation315

orbit, which uses a one-day repeat, meaning that 40 days of observations correspond to 80 separate316

satellite passes: 40 ascending passes and 40 descending passes. The model–data misfit is measured317

by the normalized mean squared error (NMSE):318

NMSE =

mean
(
(h𝑠𝑤𝑎𝑡ℎ − ĥ𝑠𝑤𝑎𝑡ℎ)2

)
mean

(
h2
𝑠𝑤𝑎𝑡ℎ

) (26)

where h𝑠𝑤𝑎𝑡ℎ is the truth (i.e. the synthetic satellite data) and ĥ𝑠𝑤𝑎𝑡ℎ is our estimate. NMSE319

quantifies how much the estimated values deviate from the true values, relative to the variance320

of those values. The percentage of variance explained, 100× (1−NMSE) is a useful metric321

for assessing the performance of a model and reflects the proportion of the total variance in the322

observed data that the model successfully captures.323

Within the SWOT swath, we compare the performance of the one-stage and two-stage approaches,324

evaluating results in a one-day snapshot mid-way through the training period. For this case study,325

the error components (i.e. the true aerr) that together determine the correlated error were drawn326

from a random distribution, scaled such that when the terms are summed, the standard deviation327

of the correlated error is 34% of the SSHA standard deviation. This magnitude was also reflected328

in the 𝜎𝑑 and P error covariance prescribed in the model. In this example for the 40-day fitting329

period, the one-stage data assimilation approach effectively recovers over 99% of the SSHA330

variance on the satellite swath (Fig. 5c), while the two-stage approach removes correlated errors331
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less effectively, recovering only 66% of the SSHA signal (Fig. 5e). For the correlated error, the332

one-stage approach successfully recovers 93.5% of the true error (Fig. 5h), while the two-stage333

approach demonstrates no skill in estimating errors (Fig. 5j). Differences are less pronounced when334

we consider the skill at reconstructing total SSHA (h+e): both approaches recover more than 99%335

of h+ e (Fig. 5m,o), implying that the shortcomings in the two-stage approach represent a failure336

to distinguish correlated errors from SSHA signal. The superior performance of the one-stage337

approach suggests that solving for correlated errors as part of the assimilation is more effective338

than implementing separate procedures to solve for correlated errors and propagating dynamical339

SSHA signals, since the slow propagation of the Rossby waves provides key information that allows340

them to be separated from correlated error.341

Outside the satellite swath, the Rossby wave model provides a dynamical framework, allowing370

information measured by the satellite to propagate beyond the swath boundaries, filling in the full371

study domain. In the case study considered here, the one-stage approach shows better skill outside372

of the swath, with 62% of variance explained over the entire domain for the 40-day training period373

(Fig. 6b) compared with 29% in the two-stage approach (Fig. 6e). The two-stage approach also374

shows significant errors at the swath edges due to misinterpretation of error signals (see Fig. 6375

e-f). To quantify the results more completely, in the next section we consider statistics based on an376

ensemble of model start dates.377

2) Ensemble analysis378

We now extend the case study to consider the ensemble of 12 start dates and a range of 30379

different noise levels. For simplicity, for each noise level, we use a single value to set the standard380

deviation of each of the seven coefficients 𝛼𝑖 that define the correlated error in (12), even though the381

coefficients have different units. We use a total of 30 different noise values, evenly spaced between382

5×10−4 to 2.95×10−2. These values lead to total correlated error perturbations of 3 cm or less.383

Results show that on average the one-stage approach outperforms the two-stage approach (Fig. 7a).384

When the over all error is small relative to the signal (i.e. the ratio of root-mean-squared error to385

root-mean-squared SSHA, RMSE/RMS SSHA ≲ 0.05), there is little difference between the one-386

stage (orange stars) and two-stage (blue x’s) skill, but the two-stage skill drops as the error increases.387

Moreover, in the two-stage approach, for large RMSE/RMS SSHA, there is a large spread between388
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Fig. 5. SSHA h and uncertainties e (both in m) along SWOT satellite swath for 21 January 2016, showing,

a) the “true” h derived by projecting gridded altimetry onto a set of Rossby waves. (Along-swath values are not

shown but match the gridded values); b) ĥ1−𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 from the one-stage approach; c) h− ĥ1−𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒; d) ĥ2−𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 from

the two-stage approach; e) h− ĥ2−𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒; f) correlated error e𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 used in this simulation; g) estimated correlated

error ê1−𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 from the one-stage approach; h) difference, Δe = e𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − ê1−𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒; i) estimated error ê2−𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒

from the two-stage approach; j) difference, Δe = 𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − ê2−𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒; k) total SSHA, h+ e𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 , used as input; l)

total SSHA ĥ + ê1−𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 from one-stage approach; m) difference between panels (k) and (l); n) total SSHA

ĥ+ ê2−𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 from two-stage approach; o) difference between panels (k) and (n). In this case, R = 𝜎2
𝑑
I = 0.01I,

and the coefficients 𝛼𝑖 have standard deviation 0.0125, with a resulting noise-to-signal ratio (root-mean-squared

error divided by root-mean-squared signal) of 0.34.
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Fig. 6. a) The “true” SSHA on 21 January 2016, from a fitting process using 40 days of filtered data from 1

January 2016 through 9 February 2016; b) SSHA estimate of a 190-wave Rossby wave model in the one-stage

approach; c) difference between true SSHA and estimated SSHA of one-stage approach, with black lines showing

the center points of the outermost input data; d) The true/original SSHA on 1 January 2016; e) SSHA estimate

of a 190-wave Rossby wave model in the two-stage approach; f) difference between true SSHA and estimated

SSHA of two-stage approach. Noise-to-signal ratio is the same as in Figure 5.
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the different ensemble members, indicating that the two-stage Rossby wave parameter estimation389

is less robust. For both the one-stage and two-stage approaches, correlated errors (Fig. 7b) are390

more accurately estimated when the error is large relative to the signal (larger RMSE/RMS SSHA).391

Since we use the percentage variance explained as a skill metric, for small errors, the two-stage392
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Fig. 7. (a) percentage variance explained in Sea Surface Height Anomaly (SSHA) estimate, (b) percentage

variance explained in error estimate, and (c) percentage variance explained of the total input signal h+ e, for the

one-stage and two-stage approaches as a function of the ratio of root-mean-squared error to root mean squared

SSHA, RMSE/RMS SSHA ratio. In each plot, blue ’x’ markers represent the two-stage approach, and orange

’*’ markers represent the one-stage approach.
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approach can sometimes estimate errors that are unrelated to the “true” error, resulting in negative393

skill, while the one-stage approach consistently provides skillful error estimates.394

Finally, since no random white noise is added to the observations, we expect that the fit should395

be able to fully reconstruct the combined SSHA and correlated error. As shown in Fig. 7c, this396

is indeed the case: the total “observed” signal, h𝑠𝑤𝑎𝑡ℎ = h+ e𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 , is well represented in both the397

one-stage and two-stage, with over 96% of the variance explained in all cases. The one-stage398
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Fig. 8. Fraction of SSHA variance explained in one-stage and two-stage approaches, as a function of time,

for in-swath only, out-of-swath only, and total domain, for correlated error with standard deviation 0.0125, as

in Fig. 5. In this figure, model truth is determined from the gridded input fields, for example in Fig. 6a. The

gray line indicates the skill that would be achieved by assuming persistence of conditions from the 21st day, here

shown only for the full domain. All solid lines show ensemble statistics for 12 analysis start dates, beginning the

first of each month in 2016. Error bars indicate one standard error of the mean. Gray dashed line indicates the

40-day mark when the forecast starts.
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approach explains a slightly higher fraction of the overall variance; this is because this estimate has399

better prior information and fits all of the parameters simultaneously, which allows it to explain400

more of the normalized data variance for the same normalized model parameter cost.401

The ensemble average of the fraction of variance explained illustrates the performance of both402

approaches (Fig. 8). In all parts of the domain and for all times, the one-stage approach performance403

is 20–30 percentage points better than the two-stage approach. Within the swath, the one-stage404

approach is able to explain almost all of the variance during the 40-day fitting period (blue line)405

and more than 90% of the variance in the 40-days after fitting. The two-stage approach explains406

more than 50% of the within-swath SSHA variance (red line). Outside the swath, skill increases407

noticeably over time as the Rossby waves propagate westward to fill in the full domain. In the408

one-stage approach the fraction of variance is consistently positive (gold line), while the two-409
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stage approach initially shows negative skill outside the swath (purple line), consistent with no410

correlation between the fitted estimates and the “true” SSH. As we would expect, the fraction411

of variance explained for the full domain (green line for one-stage; dark blue for two-stage) is412

intermediate to the in-swath and out-of-swath results.413

A standard benchmark is to compare forecast model performance against a baseline assumption414

of persistence—an assumption that conditions do not change relative to reference data. The gray415

line in Fig. 8 shows the skill achieved by persistence relative to the day 21 SSHA field (i.e. in416

this case the full gridded field that defines the “true” SSHA). The Rossby waves propagate slowly417

through the domain, so for short time separations, persistence is relatively skillful. Over longer418

time periods, the percent variance explained by persistence degrades quickly. By the end of the419

prediction period at day 80, both the one-stage and two-stage forecasts based on the Rossby-wave420

model show greater skill than persistence. (Keep in mind that these persistence results are expected421

to be show greater skill than if we had data only on the swath, with a guess of zero SSHA off422

swath.)423

4. Conclusion424

This study has aimed to provide a comprehensive analysis of the impact of roll error and other425

correlated errors on SWOT sea surface height (SSH) data assimilation. We have introduced a novel426

one-stage data assimilation approach that incorporates the process of correlated error reduction427

directly into the assimilation framework, contrasting with a two-stage methodology in which errors428

and ocean signals are analyzed separately. Our findings suggest that the one-stage approach429

enhances the robustness and accuracy of SSH estimates, especially in the presence of increasing430

correlated errors.431

For demonstration purposes, we have used a simplified Rossby wave model to construct a clean432

data set capturing a leading-order pattern of SSHA variability in the California Current region.433

We then added spatially correlated noise to the filtered data and analyzed it using the same form of434

simplified Rossby wave model. This has allowed us to focus on the performance of the fit, without435

having to consider whether misfits were due to model shortcomings rather than noise in the SSHA.436

Through a series of ensemble analyses, we varied the amplitude of the correlated errors and437

assessed their impact on SSHA estimation. The one-stage approach consistently outperformed the438
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two-stage approach, particularly under conditions of high correlated error. While the two-stage439

approach showed diminished skill in estimating SSHA with increased levels of correlated error,440

the one-stage approach provided robust and skillful results, consistently explaining close to 100%441

of SSHA variance within the SWOT satellite swath, regardless of the error magnitude. Outside442

the satellite swath, the one-stage approach provides more skillful estimates of SSHA both during443

and after the fitting/assimilation time window. The skill in estimating correlated error terms is444

evaluated based on the fraction of variance explained. Large errors are more easily estimated than445

small errors since they represent a larger fraction of the total signal. Small errors can be difficult446

to estimate and therefore have large fractional uncertainties, but fortunately, since the errors are447

small, they have minimal impact on SSH.448

Our results underscore the importance of addressing correlated errors as part of the data assimi-449

lation process. By doing so, we reduce the likelihood of misinterpreting instrument errors as ocean450

signals. SWOT Level 2 (L2) data have been released with guidelines for reducing or removing roll451

error, and an initial estimate of roll error has been removed from the Level 3 (L3) product produced452

by CLS. Nonetheless, L3 products have the potential to contain remnants of the correlated error453

that could be reduced using a one-stage assimilation approach.454

In summary, our research demonstrates that for SWOT data assimilation an integrated one-stage455

approach that concurrently addresses correlated errors and ocean signal estimation has the potential456

to provide a reliable and robust representation of ocean dynamics. The approach documented in457

this paper is ready to be applied to actual SWOT data assimilation and could be extended to other458

types of correlated error, including for example the mean sea surface, offering the possibility of459

refining our representation of oceanic processes.460
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APPENDIX467

Glossary468

• a: “true” model parameters469

• â: best estimate of model parameters470

• a𝑤: Rossby wave model parameters471

• aerr: model parameters for correlated error terms472

• 𝐵: buoyancy frequency473

• 𝑐: phase speed of the first baroclinic Rossby wave474

• 𝐷: depth of the water column475

• e: “true” correlated error, represented as a column vector476

• ê: best estimate of correlated error represented as a column vector477

• 𝑓 : Coriolis parameter478

• h: “true” or measured sea surface height, represented as a column vector479

• ĥ: best estimate of sea surface height measurements represented as a column vector480

• h̃: in two-stage method, sea surface height with estimated correlated error removed481

• H: model basis functions482

• 𝐻𝑖,𝑛, 𝐻𝑖,𝑛+𝑁𝑚
: elements of Rossby waves expressed as cosines and sines, respectively.483
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• 𝑖: index for an observed SSHA measurement, at position x𝑖 and time 𝑡𝑖484

• 𝑘 , 𝑙: zonal and meridional wavenumbers485

• k: vector wavenumber, with components defined by 𝑘 and 𝑙486

• 𝐿𝑑: first baroclinic Rossby wave deformation radius487

• 𝑀: number of satellite swaths included; for daily data two passes per day488

• 𝑁𝑔 : the number of regularly gridded mapped SSHA values in the study domain, in this case489

40 points in longitude by 36 points in latitude490

• 𝑁𝑑 : the number of SSHA observations input to the fitting procedure (defined by 𝑁𝑔 to develop491

the simplified SSHA field and by 𝑁𝑠 to test the one-stage and two-stage approaches)492

• 𝑁𝑚: the number of waves included in the model493

• 𝑁𝑠: the number of observations contained within the swath494

• P: 𝜎2
𝑤 𝐼, the portion of Ptotal representing the Rossby wave model parameters495

• Perr: the portion of Ptotal representing correlated error parameters496

• Ptotal: the covariance matrix representing prior uncertainty in all model parameters497

• r: residual498

• R: 𝜎2
𝑑
I, matrix represents the measurement (data) noise499

• 𝑡𝑖: time of 𝑖th observation500

• x𝑖: geographic position in Cartesian coordinates501

• 𝛼0: timing error parameter,502

• 𝛼1: roll error parameter503

• 𝛼2: baseline dilation error parameter504

• 𝛼3, 𝛼4, 𝛼5, 𝛼6: phase error parameters505

• 𝛽: meridional derivative of the Coriolis parameter (𝑑𝑓 /𝑑𝑦)506
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• 𝜎𝑑: standard deviation of the measurement (data) noise507

• 𝜎𝑤: standard deviation of the signal508

• 𝜔𝑛: frequency of Rossby waves509
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